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High-performance moving lights from Blaustein
JB-Lighting is an owner-managed company and the only  
German manufacturer of intelligent moving lights with LED  
technology for professional use. Innovative, high-performance 
premium products, which are fully developed in-house and  
which we manufacture ourselves with the exception of just a few 
components – from the first idea through to serial production.

In doing so, personal contact with the customers, partnership- 
styled guidance on an equal footing and the mutual exchange of 
experiences, are particularly important to us. This enables us to 
take into account customer requirements as early as in the devel-
opment stage in order to find the optimum solution expediently 
and to continue the development through to market maturity – 
‘Made in Germany’ quality that knows no compromise even after 
years in service, thanks to our 10 year spare parts warranty.

With JB moving lights – turning every event into an extraordinary experience
Whether in the theatre, at concerts, exhibitions, events, in TV or in architecture – our lighting  
solutions create emotions, provide the best atmosphere and the right lighting.

Uwe Hoffarth, Service Manager SWR broadcasting, Stuttgart

“What you develop and   
    produce really is   
‘Made in Germany’ quality.”

JB-Lighting is a member of:

Made in 
GERMANY

...just brilliantFachverband Deutsche Theatertechnische Gesellschaft Verband für Medien- und Veranstaltungstechnik e.V. Verband der Lichtdesigner und Licht- und  
Medienoperator in der Veranstaltungswirtschaft



Professional all-round tailored service
Since JB-Lighting was founded in 1990, consistently high  
quality of service has been part of our corporate philosophy.  
We strive for perfection, not only with the performance of our 
products, and that’s exactly what makes the difference at 
JB-Lighting. 

Our customers appreciate not only the performance, functionality  
and durability of our products but first and foremost the uncom-
plicated, direct contact with our sales and service teams. Here 
our expertly trained specialists take good care of your issues – 
from the first customer contact through product demonstration, 
help with technical questions, the shipping of spare parts and 
on to the professional and rapid handling of maintenance and 
servicing orders.  

If a defect arises we will do everything we can to make sure your 
equipment is ready for use again as quickly as possible because 
we know that this is critical for your profitable operation.  

Roni Huber, Technical Manager, Winkler Livecom AG

“Your customer care, support  
     and service are the exception  
 rather than the rule nowadays.”

To the video
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Our lighting solutions are perfectly showcased for you in the JB showroom   
Printed product information is important, videos are great – but you really have to see the JB  
moving lights in the flesh! Organise a visit with us and see for yourself. 

...just brilliant

Made in 
GERMANY



Chris Moylan, Optikalusion Light Design, Berlin 

“It was a very good decision   
    to opt for JB-Lighting.”
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Everything is guaranteed firmly in JB’s hands!
At JB-Lighting we don’t just do the final assembly ourselves, 
we also carry out all of the relevant manufacturing steps too – 
from development and design, through prototyping and on to 
mechanical series production, the SMD mounting and further 
processing of electronic parts. 

Each working step and manufacturing step is followed by a  
quality check and functional check. This means we are in a 
position to eliminate defects in good time and as a result can 
meet your requirements regarding design, excellent technology, 
functionality, processing, performance and service life.

Short paths and harmonisation processes throughout the 
complete production process enable us to determine the most 
effective ways of manufacturing a spotlight right from the very 
beginning. This is how we are able to offer our products in a 
price segment that is by no means the norm for German brand-
name products.

...just brilliant

Pioneer and driver for innovations
In the future too, here at JB-Lighting we intend to impress our fan base time and again with  
technical innovations that will certainly cause a stir!

Made in 
GERMANY
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Product development at the cutting edge
We are known for developing and producing LED moving heads 
that extensively account for the wishes of the industry, bring long-
term pleasure and offer meaningful added value. Succinctly put: 
Innovative premium products that justifiably bear the label “Made 
in Germany”.  

Our products are designed such that they are always easy to use, 
repair and clean. That is why there is no riveting on JB devices, 
everything is screwed together. Furthermore, as a manufacturer, 
we have around 4,500 different spare parts in stock, we are able 
to produce more of them if necessary, and we guarantee their 
availability for 10 years. 

Sustainable product and service quality, as well as satisfied  
customers and employees, are always the priority at JB-Lighting. 
We do not participate in short-term profit-making. Instead, we 
strive for sensible economic management and constant improve-
ment, and we therefore invest in our employees, our site and  
new technologies continuously.

 

...just brilliant

Our focus: The consistent high quality of materials, workmanship and service
Thanks to far-sighted investments in the modernisation and expansion of our production facilities, 
we are optimally equipped for the future and remain true to our sustainable line.

Made in 
GERMANY

Jörg Zimmermann, Sales Manager JB-Lighting

“We want to set an example 
 with foresight and a feel for  
 the market.”



Jürgen Braungardt, Managing Director JB-Lighting 

“Anyone who wishes to work 
 and live sustainably must set 
 a good example.”
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Creating sustainable added value  
Conscious environmental protection, the sparing and careful  
use of natural resources, as well as maximum self-sufficiency, 
economy, self-responsibility and regionality are not subject to 
any trends at JB-Lighting; rather these have been an integral 
part of our company philosophy since its foundation.  

For example, our PV systems generate more electricity per year 
than we require for our entire production. We collect rainwater in 
a 200 m³ cistern, which covers our entire service water supply. 
We use the waste heat from a neighbouring biogas plant for our 
heating, and perform diligent recycling. That is why we also take 
back used devices and recycle the dismantled individual parts.

We are proud of the good atmosphere in our workplace and  
we are known for always ensuring the fair payment of our em-
ployees, suppliers and partners according to their performance. 
Because it is only possible to deliver high quality consistently  
if all those involved also receive their dues – both today and in 
the future. ...just brilliant

Acting responsibly, ecologically and with foresight
At JB-Lighting, we avoid fossil fuels wherever possible – that is why electric vehicles have been 
part of our fleet for many years now.

Made in 
GERMANY


